General terms and conditions membership and use of website
Kraket

1. The functions that are unavailable for non-members, such as the exam archive and the activities,
are accessible to members of study association Kraket exclusively.
2. The personal details of members are exclusively used for the member base of study association
Kraket. The membership administration is used for correspondence from Kraket to the members,
with respect to activities and mailings of sponsors. Personal details are not provided to third
parties without permission of the concerning member.
3. Nor the board of Kraket, nor the Internet committee is liable for possible mistakes in exams, answer
sheets and/or summaries.
4. Payment for activities can be made in the Kraket room. This payment must be made within five
working days after the activity, otherwise there is automatic authorization for a direct debit. You
can also immediately opt for a one-off authorization on the website.
5. Hereby, members state they have filled in their personal details truthfully.
6. Board members maintain the right to remove the profile of a member, in case this member does
not comply with the general terms and conditions. The member will be informed if this occurs.
7. The treasurer of Kraket has the right to collect a fine using an authorization. This will only happen
if a member does not appear or shows up late for an activity without a valid reason. This fine
is twice the registration fee of the relevant activity, unless stated differently. When an activity is
free, for informal activities, with the exception of informal drinks, a fine of 15.00 euros applies.
For activities that Kraket organizes in cooperation with companies, a fine of 30.00 euros applies.
Again, these amounts apply unless stated differently.
8. Exams, answer sheets and summaries provided with a Kraket watermark are meant for use by
members exclusively and the distribution of these documents on websites other than the official
Kraket website is prohibited.
9. If a member does not agree with a withdrawal, the member has one month to give his or her bank
an instruction to refund the amount. At all times, this has to be reported to the treasurer of Kraket
by the means of sending an email to penningmeester@kraket.nl

